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ON A COHERENT RADIOEMISSION MECHANISM

IN QUASARS AND IN THE RINAINS OF SUPERNOVAE

Translation from by V. L. Ginzburg
Preprint presented at the & L. M. Ozernoy
Symposium of the International
Astronomical Union, No.29,
'_qonstationaryEvents in Galaxies"
BYURAKAN, 3-12 May 1966.

/%
It is shown in this paper that in principle, coherent mechanisms can be

responsible for the emission, of which the interpretation is otherwise diffi-
cult within the framwork of incoherent magnetic bremmstrahlung mechanism,
without in any way attempting to deny, or to minimize its role i_ sources of
cosmic radiation. To make the realization of coherent mechanisms possible,
the authors invoke the earlier proposed quasistationary model of quasars, the
'_nagnetoid"

e ,

This report is based upon the work [I], the authors using also some of
their other results [2-5]. Numerous details and calculations are found in

these works. It is thus quite clear that we are not in a position to pause
here with some detail at the above results, and we shall refer below only to
the fundamental situations and results.

We shall speak of quasars and remains of supernovae. The joint conside-
ration of these diversified objects is to some extent casual within the frame-
work of the current report. As a matter of fact, the variability of radio-
emission from quasars and the considerable compactness of the local source of
longwave radioemission in the Crab Nebula were discovered almost simultaneous-
ly in 1965.

]'heconm,on trait of these quite independentdiscoveries lies in the im-
possibility to attempt the linking of the received radioemission with the
standard magnetic bremmstrahlungmechanism for quasars and in the case of
"compact" source in the Crab.*

* A certain incoherent magnetic bremmstrahlung in vacuum is implied,
of which the intensity is proportional to the number of emitting relativis-
tic electrons (see, for example, [6]).
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Indeed, in case of quasars and for the local source in the Crab, the re- !;
gistered radioemission originates from a comparatively small volume (the up- !
per limit of dimensions of the emitting region in quasars is estimated from
the characteristic time of flux variation, and for the source in the Crab --
from observation of its interplanetary scintillations). Meanwhile, the rela-
tivistic electrons contained in a source of limited dimensions may not,
strictly speaking, emit more actively than a blackbody with temperature
T _ E/_ , where E is the characteristic energy of electrons and K is the Boltz-
mann constant, no matter what their concentration. A more precise limitation
may be indicated, giving ourselves the spectrum of electrons, and taking into
account their re-absorption (self-absorption) in the source (see [1]). Here
only one conclusion is material, namely that taking into account self-absorp-
tion, the source of relativistic electrons has for a given magnetic field a
limited magnetic bremmstrahlung luminance, no matter how great the total ener°
gy of electrons in it.*

If for a source with either selection o£ its model (dimensions, distance
luminance) an incoherent bremmstrahlung emission mechanism cannot take place
on account of the cause indicated, it is customary to speak of "difficulties"
As is well known in literature, a way out of these difficulties is tentative-
ly sought for in the assumption of relatively small (not cosmological) dis-
tance to quasars ("local theory").

Without pausing at criticism of this hypothesis on quasars as small ob-
jects, appearing to us as little probable, we should like to underscore the
following. Ill the above-indicated context we are not led to speak o£ any
"difficulties"of the theory of magnetic bremmstrahlung. In reality, the suc-
cess in applying the magnetic bren_nstrahlung emission mechanism in astrophy-
sics is to a significant extent connected with the fact that this mechanism
acts effectively already in vacuum, or in a sufficiently rarefied medium.
The latter implies that the following inequality is observed for the frequency
of the obseiwed emission

v >." vc (1)

where vc is a certain characteristic frequency, for example, the Langmuir
frequency

4_e2N
) 1'z2_ 104 N l/2cps. (2)

to L 1
=TT:ZT( m

Itere N is the concentration of electrons in the emitting region. Generally

speaking, the frequency vc depends not only on vL , but also on gyro£requency

= _o _ eH _3.1t6H cps (3)v "2_ 2_mc

where 11 is the intensity of the magnetic field in the source (the field in

(3) being measured in oersteds). The relationship of vc with v_ and v_ de-
pends only on the orientation of the wave vector 1Tof the emission relative

* In fact, however, the total energy of electrons is obviously always limited
(for more details refer to Appendix of [1]).
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to the field 11; tile expression v _! _6 + u _)l_ is rather characteristic.
When accotmting the influence of the maex of refraction of the plasma on
bremmstrahlung, vc _ /v_ (see [6]). Besides, vL and _ the frequency vc
may be dependent on t_e niedium's motion veiocity v relative to the observer,
or, to be more precise, on the quantity kv.

So long as inequality (1) is observed, the role of the medium may be neg-
lected and the magnetic brenunstrahlung takes place in the same way as in
vacuum. In most of cases (for the Galaxy and for supernova shells) inequa-
lity (1) is entirely valid for the greater part of the radioband. For example
when N _ 1 cm- 3 the frequency v L 10 ' cps and even for N _ 10 2 cm-3 this fre-
quency is

v/ _ 105cps (_a = c)VL _ 3"10_cm _ 300 m;

and for H < 10-3 oe, the gyrofrequency is

v, < 3.103 cps (X,=c/v, > 107cm = I00 km

When inequality (I) is disrupted, there is no longer any foundation, and
at times it is simply erroneous to limit ourselves to the consideration of
the incoherent magnetic bremmstrahlung emission mechanism. This was already
well known from the example of the Sun [7 - 9]. The same refers as fully to
"compact" sources in supernova shells and at times to quasars. Therefore, if
the magnetic brenunstrahlungmodel of the source is contradictory, this points
in the first place to the limitation of the area of applicability of the inco-
herent bremmstrahlung emission mechanism laid at its basis, and not to the ne-
cessity of passing to radically different representations (artificialnature
of sources, ejection of quasars from the nucleus of the Galaxy and generally
the "local" origin of quasars).

Let us underscore once more that above we referred not to an arbitrary
hypothe:'is,but to the contrary, by its very substance the "compact" source--
in the Crab Nebula and the quasars may contain in some of its regions a suffi-
ciently dense plasma, whereas the field intensity in these or other regions
may be great, with the result that the frequencies v_ and v_ are such that
inequality (i) is disrupted.

Therefore, for a dense plasma it is natural, and sometimes necessary to
turn to coherent emission mechanisms.* There are many such mechanisms, so
that great possibilities arise here [i, 7 - i0]. We shall limit ourselves
here to recalling three cases.

I. Magnetic Field Absent or Immaterial

Beams of particles, or, more effectively, shock waves excite plasma
waves of frequency _ and wave vector k, which are limited by the relation

* For a coherent mechanism we recognize here a mechanism for which the
power of emission is proport_nal to the number of emitting particles, for
example, the concentration Ne or the total number of relativistic electrons
in the source,/ NedY.
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2 w_ + 3K'fk2= __ . (4)
m

50 long as

3 k2<< ,&,
m

thesewavesattenuateonly feeblyand this is why it may be consideredthat to
the frequencyw respondsa concentrationof electronsN correspondingto the
frequency_L (see [2]). Longitudinalwavesare transfoming into transverse
waves (radiowaves)by variousmeans. Most simpleand possiblysufficiently
effectiveis the transformationat the expenseof scatteringin densityfluc-
tuationstakingplacewith the crosssection

e 2

o _ oT = _-(m_) = 6.65.10-2Scm2

(calculated for one plasma electron). Another transformation mechanism that
may still be more effective under specific conditions is the scattering in
plasma waves, shock wave fronts, etc.

Estinmtes show [1] that this coherent mechanism variant may fully ex-
plain the emission of a "compact" source in the Crab Nebula. However, for
quasars there arises a substantial difficulty linked with radiation absorp-
tion on account of collision in the nonrelativistic plasma over the path from
the emitting region (where the frequency of the observed emission v _ "v ) to
the outlet of quasar's shell.

2. The Magnetic Field is Substantial and Moreover

,V % _,

However,at the same time,thoughVL<< v.the presenceof plasma is essen-
tial for the very possibilityof coherentmechanism.

As is well known,normalelectromagneticwaves in a magnetoactiveplasma
are generallyneitherlongitudinalnortransverse(fordetails,see, for example
[ii]).High frequencynormalwavesof interestto us are excitedby beams and
low frequencywaves (inparticular,magnetohydrodynamicshockwaves)and as a
resultof actionby varioustransformationmechanisms,egressfrom the system
in the formof observedradiowaves. In this .;ariant,for vw_ _& generation-
takesplaceat a level _ x % to whichmay responda substantiallylowerplas-
ma densitythan in the case I. This is why, prior to theiregressfrom tlae
system, the absorption of waves is not as great either.

Therefore, on the one hand because of lesser radiowave absorption, and,
on the other hand on account of greater energy density of high-froquency
waves (the other conditions being equal), this mechanism (which could be de-
signated as a coherent magnetoplasmicmechanism)is considerablymere effect-
ive in the case of quasars. As is shownby the estimatesof the work Lt],
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5.

it might, in principle, explain the origin of the variable part of quasar
radiomeasarement i,1 frequencies, where the incoherent brel_nstrahlung mecha-
nism is "inoperational".

3. Let us pause at still one more mechanism that is to ._o,_e extent
parent of both the coherent mechanism and that of incoherent bremmstrahlung.
Namely, as was recently shoal (for other forms of energy spect _'tunof elect-
rons), in the presence of plasma the reabsorption coefficient of magnetic
bremmstrahlung radiation may be negative [10]. As a result of radiation
propagation in the region containing relativistic electrons, the intensity
increases according to the law

I = Io exp(/0L[v[dl),

where L is the path covered. It is then important that for an isotropic dis-
tribution of electrons by directions we always have in vacuum t_ • 0, i. ¢. re-
absorption takes place (see [8, 10]). As to the possibilities of enhancement
( _ < 0_, it appears only when the influence of the medium is taken into account,
that is, it may occur only in denser regions. The coherent character of this
emission, just as reabsorption, is obvious from the fact that _,= v(Ne) , where
Ne is the concentration of relativistic electrons. This is why the luminance
of the object depends, roughly speaking, on Ne exp([v(Ne)[L) , i. e., it is
not simply proportional to Ne. Incidently, and independently from such a some-
what formal sign (the nonlinear dependence on Ne), it is clear that any absorp-
tion and enhancement of radiation constitute a coherent process. (Obviously,
when eithe_ absorption or enhancement are linked with the action of the medium
surrounding the radiating particles, the radiation may be incoherent relative
to these particles. But in our case we deal with absorption or enhancement by
the radiating particles themselves).

According to [10], such an enhancement mechanism may be of no interest to
the Sun, for the compact source in the Crab Nebula and for quasars. It should
be noted, however, that in the case of quasars this mechanism sets forth ex-
ceptionally hard requirements to plasma temperature, which must be extremely
high for the brenTastrahlung absorption of coherent radiat._on to be small. Thus
accgrding to [10], for quasars $1tt-102 a plasma concentration of about N _108
an -_ is required when the temperature T • 108°K. But in case of quasars
EC-273-B, the interpretation of i_s variable radioemission in the microwave
band with the aid of the coherent magnetic bremstrahlung mechanism leads for
a source of dimensions L _5 10is cm to

N _5.1011 : 2 "1012cm-3
and [10]

T>5.109 ."2 "101°*K.

It is easy to show that in these conditions the lta_inance of quasars
would have been mostly conditioned by the standard bremmstrahlung mission
mechanism of heated plasma (practically to relativistic velocities'.), where-
upon this emission would have been by several orders more powerful th_n that
received.

m
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Scu_mulrizing, it may be concluded that in principle, coherent mechanisms *
,_y be responsible Ior tl_:.' emission, of which the interpretation within the _
framework of incoherent magnetic bren_astrahlung mechanism is met with diffi- _!
cMties of virtually iz_st, nnountable nature. It is obvious that we do not _
i_tcnd to negate in a_), way or to minimize the role of the standard incoherent
nu_gnctic bremmstrahlung mechanism in the sources of cosmic radiation, inclu-
cling quasars. 'll]ere is, however, a basis to turn to coherent mechanisms in
thu cases, when observations reveal generation of radiation in regions of suf-
Iiciently small dimensions that contain a comparatively dense plasma. In such
condit ions, when inequality (1) is disrupted, the electromagnetic oscilla-
t i,,ns iJ, a system oF frequency v and the motion of particles in the plasma
;_r_ closely linked among themselves, so that the radiation of that system no
longer h._s an incoherent character.

llowevcr, the realization of coherent emission mechanisms depends not
,rely on the presence of convenient values of electron concentration, determi-
.ing the Ircquency vz , and on the intensity of t.he magnetic field, deter-
,:',_lng the frequency v,.. It is obviously also necessary to assure in the
tad,at i_g region a sufficiently high oscillation level (plasma waves, stan-
dard electromagnetic waves). Speaking more concretely, it is necessary that
the energy density of these waves constitute a notable fract.ion of inner ener-

gy density 3 NK'I"or oi: magnetic energy density It2 / 8_. Thus t the most im-
portant, if not the fundamental question, arising during the analysis of the
l)ossibility of generation of coherent radiation is that of the presence of
a sufi'icicntly powerful source of the corresponding waves.

In connection with this we should like to emphasize that the. last re-
quirement is automatically satisfied in the earlier presented quasistatio-
nary model of quasars -- the 'hmgnetoid" [4, S] (see also the works prece-
ding it [2, 3 and IS]). The magnetoid constitutes a plasma configuration
with high radial pressdre, in which the stability, and partially also the
equilibri_n itself are assured at the expense of dynamic motions. The magne-
tic field plays a fundamental role, hiadering the rapid dissipation of the
latter. 'lhe magnetoid formation may be the consequence of contraction of
a rotating cloud of "magnetized" plasma, in which the developed macroscopic
n_tions were not only attenuated, but have passed at the end into a quasi-
stationary magne_oturbulent motion. ,A, the largest scale these motions are
to a significant extent coordinated.

Let us outline some of the singularities of the magaetoid.

a) In the process of secular contraction the total energy liberation
constitutes near l_ of Mc2. Although "¢his "efficiency factor" is only
little greater than the yield of standard nuclear reactions, and owing to
the possibility within the framework of this "magnetic" model of sustaining
in equilibriml very large masses (to 109Mo ), the total energy liberated
(up to 1061 ergs) is entirely sufficient to explain the phenomena observed
in quas istel lar objects.

m
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b) The "magnetic" model explains in an tmconstrai_,able fashion the pre-
sence in quasar nuclei of magnetic fields of the order of I02:0 _ oersteds,
which may be arrived at from analysis of magnetic brenmnstrahhmg of objects
or are _quired in the case of coherent mechanism of the variable radioemission
component [l, 4, 12].

c) The presence of cyclical regime of motions against the backgrmmd
of magnetoturbulent oscillations determines the variability or the field II
in the emitting region. This, and possibly also the modulation of the acce-
lerating mechanism, leads to the variability of source's emission (for

example, the radiation_+l 2intensity for electrons_ wxth" spectrum Ne{E)= KE'_ isproportionalto H[ )/ and variescorrespondinglyas a functionof the
form of the function H(t)).

d)fThe presenceof magneticturbulencemay fullyensurethe acceleration particlesas a resultof well knownmechanismsas wc.'las, in the
firstplace,of directconversionof magneticenergyinto energyof fast
electrons[13].

e) As a matter of fact, magnetic turbulence is a comhinat ion of vari,,_J_
partly chaotic motions and magnetohydrodynamic waves. As already n_Jtionod, in
the magnetoid model under discussion the problem of generation of oscil l atioas
is resolved from the very beginning, at least qualitatively.

We are not in a position to pause here in detail at the n_,gnetoid n_lc:
(see [4, 5, 14]),nor can we do it for emission mechanisms. Therefore we sh.Jl'
only indicate in conclusion some corollaries of the developed rupre._:_tatiLsl._.

1. The magnetic bremmstr"_hlung is always either no_ polarized _Dr linear-
ly polarizedin real conditions(see [6)}. To the contr-ry,tlleinc,,'_L'runt
plasmaradiation,takinginto accountthe influenceof the magneticl_cld,may
includea componentpolarizedeithere11ipticallyor circularly. 11_isis wlw
it is necessaryto ascertainthe possibilityof the presenceof ellii,ti,'._ll_.
polarizedcompanentof sources'ra,Jloemission,which there is hasi._hcr_ I_,
considerif only partiallynonmagneticbremmstrahlung.

2. The characterof variationsof radioemissionflux must dupcnd,,ntlm
wavelength. For a coherentmechanism,withinthe limitsof a specific|ru
quency intervalit is naturalto anticipatesimilarityof flux'sspectra!d_n
sity variationswith phase shift,dependingupon the frequency. Asstme, for
example,that on accountof a certainperturbationat level rl the emission
intensityin frequencyvl has changed,the levelrI respondingto that frt,L_i
cy and beingcounted,say, from the centerof the quasar. Then tlm very same
perturbation(forexamplea shockwave propagatingfrom within} attains_s
levelr2 >rI with a lag, so that.theintensityvariationin the frequency
correslx3ndingto the levelr2 wxll differby a knownphase difference.

The presenceof separate"ejections"in a narrowfrequencyintervally
also be expected(analogousto thoseobservedin sporadxcsolar r'_dinemission
conditioned,for example,by ejectionof fast particlesduring l_il "flare"
processesin the magnetoid.
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3. The flux variations due to the coherent mechanism may result, begin-
ning from a certain frequency, small_r than the corresponding variations con- _
ditioned by the magnetic bremmstrahlung mechanism. The search for this sort !
of "transitional" frequency (apparently lying in the microwave band in the
case of 3C 273-B) is very important for the refining of p'rameters of quasi-
stellar objects; this search cou].d be undertaken by way of measurements of
polarization, distinct in the named regions and differently depending on fre-
quency.

Above we specially noted a few specific moments. However, in order to
verify the model discussed, all other data on quasars (eventually more impor-
tant and more numerous)i obtained by radio and optical methods, may be useful,
Of extreme necessity would be also measurements in the X-ray and gama-ray
bands [12].

At present we still are not induced to speak in terms of the complete
theory of quasars. At the same time, we should like to underscore that with-
in the framework of the material known to us the '_nagnetic model" is not met
with contradictions, and it appears to us as being quite realistic.

At any rate, we are at presant _n no position to suggest an alternative,
somewhat realistic method of quasar, describil:g from a single viewpoint a
large conjunction of observed facts.
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